
For any loss        ,

Proposed framework:
Sigmoid: AUC maximization using symmetric sigmoid loss

Logistic: AUC maximization using non-symmetric logistic loss

Text feature baselines:
Maxent: maximum entropy classifier  

NB: naïve bayes

PU-NB: variant of the NB that performs classification using positive and unlabeled data

GloVe baselines:
Randomforest: random forest on average word vectors

KNN: k-nearest neighbors on average word vectors

Zero-shot baselines:
GloveRanking: rank the score by average distance to relevant keywords

Voting: majority vote by keywords

Common approach:
1. Use keywords to pseudo-label the unlabeled data

2. Learn a classifier from pseudo-labeled data

• True positive can be pseudo-labeled as negative (and vice versa)

• Theoretical understanding of this problem is limited 

Estimation error converges to zero as  .

AUC = Area under the receiver 

operating characteristic curve.
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Threshold selection

Theoretical analysis
Relevant

keywords

Unlabeled 

documents

True positive data

True negative data

if positive data ratio       of unlabeled documents is known.

Known as precision-recall breakeven point (BEP).

Four evaluation metrics with adjusted threshold:

F1-score: threshold selection method with different    :

The closer to , the better F1-score.

Fully-labeled 

data are given

Liu+ (2004); Druck+ (2008); Settle (2011); Jin+, (2017)

Proposed: maximize AUC then find a threshold.
• AUC can be maximized even pseudo-labeling is imperfect

• Theoretically guaranteed with estimation error bound

• Also allows flexible choices of model and optimization algorithm

Kato+ (2019)

Estimation error bound:

Function learned

from our framework
True 

minimizer
Pseudo-labeling

quality
Converge to zero as

data size increases

Clean risk

converges to      as the number of data increases!

Summary

A reasonable threshold can be obtained 

Figure 1: Example where a target class is “Action movie”.

But pseudo-labeling can be unreliable!

Given: Two sets of documents

Find: that minimizes AUC risk

Pseudo-positive:

Pseudo-negative:

AUC maximization from pseudo-labeled data

Pseudo-labeled risk Clean risk

Clean risk

the minimizers of both risks are identical!
Charoenphakdee+ (2019)

AUC risk is with respect to the clean data.

How to minimize the clean risk using pseudo-labeled data?

Using symmetric loss: 

Minimizing pseudo-labeled risk suffers from excessive terms.

Pseudo-labeled risk

(Prec@100 and AUC do not need threshold) 

: Training data size

: Training documents

We can re-adjust a bad threshold caused by pseudo-labeling using .

Results of a heuristic method are provided in our paper.

Zero-one loss
Does threshold adjustment help?

Threshold adjustment can improve the performance in most cases.

F1-score: without adjustment F1-score: with adjustment

Methods:

Constant

,

Relationship between pseudo-labeled and clean risks:


